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The dark Drama (in here) I Am God 
Trailer premier and film festival run 

 

 
 

Seattle, WA  May 1, 2018 – Seattle filmmakers Nima Forghani, Joseph Seuferling, and Byron C. Miller are proud to 
release the first trailer for their short film, (in here) I Am God. This trailer release will be followed up with a film festival 
run. 
 
Set inside a shadowy bunker (in here) I Am God shines a light on many dark aspects of society.  
 
This film draws from Producer, Actor Nima’s own childhood memories of 1980s Iran; observing daily struggles of the 
oppressed population and coping with the regime’s attempt to manipulate and divide society. Hiding in bomb shelters, 
listening to bombs raining overhead, seeing his mother wear a burqa to avoid the arrest and possible execution from 
moral police, observing these events through childhood eyes inspired Nima to create this grim, dreamlike film.  
 
“Filming many of these scenes brought back many repressed traumatic memories of the constant fear I experienced 
growing up in 1980’s Iran. It was a very cathartic experience for me”. -Nima Forghani 
 
Byron C. Miller, director of Night and The Anatomy of Monsters was brought in to edit the film and give shape to the 
story. 
  
“This was the truest form of collaboration. Nima had this great concept, Director Joseph Seuferling used gave it vision 
and brought it to life, and I was given the freedom to pull everything together and give it shape and structure. This was a 
dream!” -Byron C. Miller 
 
“Sometimes you have to immerse yourself in a painful place like a windowless bunker with a monster to bring back 
those repressed memories in order to confront your fears”. -Nima Forghani 
 
Link to the trailer: https://youtu.be/-w1UJ90JRJQ 
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Additional Information: 
 
In a remote war bunker a ruthless general exerts his will on a dedicated woman and an ambitious soldier.  
 
A Film by: Nima Forghani, Joseph Seuferling, and Byron C. Miller 
 
Produced by: Nima Forghani 
 
Directed by: Joseph Seuferling 
 
Story by: Joseph Seuferling & Nima Forghani 
 
Screenplay by: Byron C. Miller 
 
Edited by: Byron C. Miller 
 
Starring: 
 
Tiffany Astrid as The Woman 
 
Douglas Mckenney as The Soldier 
 
and 
 
Nima Forghani as The Monster 
 
Director Joseph Seuferling bio: 
 
Joseph Seuferling is a director and cinematographer with a love of the odd and surreal. He has shot and directed many 
corporate, music and short videos. He lives in the dark woods with his psychic girlfriend and two strange cats. 
 
Producer, Actor Nima Forghani bio: 
 
Nima Forghani is an Iranian-American filmmaker & engineer currently residing in Seattle, WA. His love for post 
revolution Iranian contemporary cinema and his previous involvement in numerous independent film projects has 
inspired him to work on his own films. When not in the office designing and testing aircraft systems in his professional 
engineering career, Nima enjoys photography and working in the pottery studio.  
 
Editor Byron C Miller bio: 
 
With 2 Feature films, 10 Music Videos, and multiple Shorts under his belt, Byron brings his tireless enthusiasm and 
optimism to multiple projects as a Writer, Director, Editor, VFX artist. His most recent feature film, The Anatomy of 
Monsters, is available on VOD and DVD through Artsploitation Films. Byron was the Director, Editor. 
 
 


